
Step 17 – Sound of /k/ at the Beginning

This lesson will teach how to spell words beginning with c and k.

You will need: Word Cards 91-100
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Review

New Teaching Word Cards 91-100: Spell with Tiles
 Dictate the words and have your student spell them with tiles. Follow 

the Procedure for Spelling with Tiles, illustrated in Appendix C.

Phonogram
Cards

Sound
Cards

Key
Cards

Word
Cards

For each word 
in this list, have 
your student pull 
the blank blue tile 
down when he hears 
the sound of  /k/. He 
should spell the rest 
of the word, then go 
back and fill it in with 
either a c or a k.

Quickly review selected cards from behind the Mastered 
dividers.

91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

100.

can
camp
cut
kept
kid
cash
kit
cup
club
cap

He paid in cash.
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New Teaching
(continued)
 Spell on Paper    

 Once your student is able to spell the words using the tiles, dictate 
Word Cards 91-100 and have him spell the words on paper.

 File the Word Cards behind the Review divider. 
 

Reinforcement More Words   

 The following words reinforce the concepts taught in Step 17. Have 
your student spell them for additional practice.

 

 

 Dictate Phrases
 Dictate several phrases each day.
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cab
crash

cast (plaster cast)

crop
clam
cub

cost
Ken

crab
Kim

For the word cost, you may have to remind your student
to “pronounce for spelling.” In many regions, it is
pronounced cawst.

Kim sent
kept fit
at camp
drop this cup
tent kit
last crab
that kid
bend and cut
his club
such cost
much cash
Ken can hop
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Did you enjoy this activity?
Then you’ll love All About® Spelling!

All About Spelling is a seven-level program that teaches encoding, reliable 
spelling rules, and multisensory strategies to help your student become a 
proficient speller for life. Based on the latest research, this award-winning 
program provides complete and comprehensive instruction using the 
Orton-Gillingham approach. We take the struggle out of spelling!

• Lightly scripted “open and go” lesson plans
• Mastery-based with no gaps
• Suitable for all ages and learning styles
• 100% guarantee and lifetime support

To learn more about All About® Spelling, please visit 
www.AllAboutSpelling.com

or call us at 715-477-1976.
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